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Abstract: We develop a novel approach to using monetary incentives to promote pro-sociality, and test 

this approach using a field experiment. Monetary incentives have been shown effective in promoting 

healthier lifestyle habits such as more exercise, less smoking or improved dietary choices. Habits form in 

these cases due to high compliance with targeted behaviors that must be repeated frequently (typically 

at least several times per week). Monetary incentives may be less effective at promoting pro-social 

habits. Key reasons are that extrinsic incentives may crowd-out intrinsic interest in pro-social activities, 

and these activities may not be regularly available. The result may be low compliance with incentivized 

activities, meaning the costly intervention may have no effect or even detrimentally impact pro-sociality. 

Building on established literatures we develop a new model of two-stage incentivized interventions 

based on “compound tasks”. Our model implies that such interventions can be effective at promoting 

interest in engaging in targeted behaviors regardless of second-stage compliance rates. We test our 

model’s predictions using a field experiment on volunteering. In the first stage, participants are asked to 

complete two short-duration tasks: volunteering (the target behavior) and writing about volunteering 

(the complement behavior). Participants receive a single reward if successful at both, and otherwise 

receive nothing. In the second stage, participants are randomly assigned to various conditions that 

require performing over a longer duration only the target behavior (volunteering), only the complement 

behavior (writing), or a combination of both. Our model predicts that participants offered a second-

stage incentive to perform only the complement behavior (writing) should exhibit increased interest in 

engaging in the target behavior (volunteering) regardless of stage-two compliance with the incentivized 

complement task. We indeed find that the majority of participants fail to comply with incentivized 

second-stage tasks, and in particular a strong majority of those assigned to writing fail to comply. 

Nevertheless, consistent with our model, regardless of compliance those assigned to writing in the 

second stage demonstrate a significantly greater interest in future volunteering opportunities than 

those assigned to any other condition. Our approach can be applied to promote positive individual and 

social outcomes in any behavioral domain.  


